Building a “research culture” using the student organized
and administered campus-wide group, SURSCA.
Timothy Lyden, UWRF SURSCA Faculty Adviser and William Campbell,
CUR President-elect and UWRF Director of Grants and Research, Emeritus

SURSCA fosters
campus-wide
enhancement of
undergraduate RSCA.
The history of undergraduate research at the University of Wisconsin-River Falls extends back at least
20 years with a variety of activities predating our participation in the 2002 National Conference on
Undergraduate Research (NCUR). These early efforts were spearheaded by the UWRF Grants Office
and started with a campus-wide Research Day in 1992, which has been held annually ever since. By
1999, a few UWRF students began to participate in the UW-System Statewide Research Day as well.
Also in 1999, UWRF received funding to establish a McNair Program for under-represented students
who plan to continue on for a Ph.D. following their undergraduate degree. In 2000, the campus
established a collaborative faculty grants program with 10 small awards being available. By 2002,
UWRF sent it’s first group of 33 students and 4 faculty to NCUR in Whitewater, Wisconsin. At this
meeting, the students had such a great experience that they immediately set about establishing a new
organization dedicated to encouraging fellow students to attended future NCUR meetings and to help
foster a “research culture” on our campus. Hence, the Society for Undergraduate Research Scholarly
and Creative Activities was created over lunch in Whitewater. Before returning to UWRF, the Grants
Director Bill Campbell had already
Recruited new Biology faculty member,
Tim Lyden to be the SURSCA faculty
Advisor. The group was off and running!

NCUR 2002-current: A decade of
undergraduate scholarly activities.
SURSCA was established during the first National Conference on Undergraduate Research or NCUR
meeting that UWRF ever attended. At that meeting in 2002, those original founding student organizers
were determined that future UWRF students should have the chance to attend and participate in this
important “high impact” educational experience. As a result of their efforts and the establishment of
SURSCA, a new direction was taken at our campus which has now lead to the development of a grassroots campus-wide “research culture”. A major component of which has been continued participation in
NCUR meetings each year since 2002. To date, SURSCA has encouraged, assisted and/or supported
more than 300 UWRF students and staff to attend each of the various meetings across the nation.

NCUR 2003
Salt Lake City, UT
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At the right is a composite image of the first on-campus
meeting of SURSCA in 2002. The audience and later the
group combined interested students, faculty and
administrators

Annual “Gala Evening of RSCA”.
From it’s inception, SURSCA
has sought to enhance the
scholarly climate of our
campus by sponsoring,
hosting and participating in a
variety of RSCA related
activities. The first of these
was a Fall semester
complement to the already
successful campus-wide
springtime Research Day. This event is scheduled in the evenings as a showcase of activities and is
open to all disciplines. The annual “Gala Evening of RSCA” has become a mainstay of the developing
UWRF research-culture and a perfect compliment/kick-off to the busy Spring semester of presentation
activities. This event serves to start the year off and propels UG RSCA to the forefront of the
community’s awareness early in the year. Since 2002, the Gala has grow from about 10 posters and 3040 people attending in our old student center, seen above left and right, to approximately 40 posters last
year with 150 participants and held in the new University Center as illustrated below.
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NCUR 2010: Three days in Montana and a
new regional footprint for SURSCA
Raising campus and community awareness
and participation in RSCA .
In addition to the Gala Evening of RSCA, SURSCA set-out
from the beginning to encourage presentation of student
and faculty research . These efforts have included
participation in the National Conference on Undergraduate
Research (NCUR) as well as the campus RSCA Day, UWSystem Statewide Research Day and the Annual Posters in
the Rotunda held in the state capital since 2004. Altogether
more than 600 UWRF students have participated in these
various activities since the inception of SURSCA in 2002 .
Shown to the left is the UWRF contingent to Posters in the Rotunda during
2006. In 2005, the SURSCA President addressed the meeting (shown below
left) while UWRF SURSCA inspired other chapters to be formed at sister
institutions of the system (UW-LaCrosse and UW-Stout) by presenting at
NCUR FAN sessions (shown below right, 2004).

In 2010, the UWRF NCUR effort reached it’s
highest point to date, with some 75 students,
faculty and administrators attending and 62
students presenting their RSCA. Topics
ranged from Tissue Engineering and Stem
Cells to Horticulture, English and traditional
south east Asian Dance. In addition,
SURSCA and the UWRF Grants Office
collaborated to organize a regional effort to
charter two aircraft from Sun Country Airlines
for the transport of approximately 360
students from across the U.S. Midwest. This
effort is estimated to have saved our campus
about $32,000 in travel costs and collectively
the 8 participating campuses save about
$153,000. Plans call for a repeat of this very
successful regional collaboration again in
2011.

SURSCA and social networking!!!
The Falcon Grants program, a student funded
mechanism that drives campus-wide RSCA.
As a result of the early success of SURSCA in fostering NCUR participation, with it’s associated costs,
by 2004-05 pressure on campus began to build to find ways to increase funding for these activities.
Prior to that point, RSCA funding was a potpourri of different sources from the Provost to Deans and
individual departments. The estimated campus-wide total was approximately $35,000 a year. In 200506 SURSCA began it’s efforts to secure the funding-base for travel to NCUR and other RSCA-related
activities. Following a partially successful fund raising effort that year, in 2006-07 the organization
finally succeeded in establishing RSCA as one of three initiatives funded by a new “differential tuition”.
This program established a $75,000 fund, administered
by the students themselves through a unique peer-review
grants program. This program, administered by the
SURSCA Grants Committee made-up of students, reviews
applications and assigns funding levels for each grant.
2007-2011
Since 2007, this program has distributed nearly $200K in
support of campus-wide RSCA.

http://uwrf.edu/sursca

In a determined effort to increase the organizations outreach
activities, SURSCA officers established a Facebook
presence for the group in the Fall of 2009. Although still in
it’s experimental phase, the page has been effective to post
meeting announcements and worked well to post updates
on travel associated with NCUR 2010. Directed efforts will
be made in the coming year to more effectively use this tool
to communicate with an increasing cadre of interested
people.
In the Winter of 2010, SURSCA began a web blog as an
additional outreach tool to communicate with a broader
audience about RSCA activities at UWRF. It was used
extensively during the 2010 NCUR trip to involve people
back on campus in the day-to-day experiences of attending
and presenting at a national meeting. During that time the
site often had more than 100 hits a day. Within the first six
months, it had over 2000 hits!

http://sursca-uwrf.blogspot.com/

